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In this article, I wanted to tell you one funny story held in our University. Our paper was going on
and we all were in so much tension. When we reached in to the university we saw that there were
some unknown people in the University.  After looking on them, it seemed that there is shooting
about to start, any ways we ignored them and then we went into the examination hall.

	As bell rung and we finished our papers, we came out side into the ground; we saw that there was
shooting going on. We felt happy because they prefer our University for their shoot. We investigate
that what is this shoot about, so we were informed that it is a shoot about an advertisement. The
environment of shooting was so much cool and suddenly some models came and they were so
much pretty that we all started to stair. They were actually doing cat walk, so definitely they were
looking awesome. As they started to walk, we the students all started to shout in chorus. The voice
was too much loud, so with this heavy and loud their shooting was getting disturbed. We all were
shouting to see that beautiful girls.

After sometimes, we saw that director of our University is coming towards the director of the
shooting. Director of our University was actually advising the shooting team to shut this shoot for a
while, because with this loud noise you all are distracting and getting disturbed also. When we
heard that shoot is going to pack up in few minutes, so we all started to shout in a funny mode, â€œWe
want shooting.â€• We were shouting this again and again. Now, our shouting was converted into the
protest. Any ways this was all funny moments. After some time, when we were leaving our
University for home, then we all received a message from our teacher and he demanded his
assignment to be submitted tomorrow. We were happy when we stepped out from the examination
hall because we did our paper very well. Fortunately, we also enjoyed the shooting also, but as we
received the message of teacher we all started backbiting of our teacher. This assignment was a
group assignment. We all then coordinate with our group members and then we met at one point for
making the assignment.

Soon, we all gathered at one friendâ€™s place. First we had a lunch because we were so much hungry. 
After having a delicious lunch we felt more tired. We studied the whole night for todayâ€™s paper, so we
all were now more tired. We were not enough able to make the assignment, so all of the group
members decided to buy essay online or take the dissertation writing help. One of our friends was
disagreed about this idea and he said, â€œI have some keys and tips for essay writing that can help us
in making the assignment.â€• Our friend insisted us a lot, but we all forced him to keep his mouth shut.
Any way jokes a part, on that day I realized, â€œIF YOU ARE UNITED THEN YOU CAN FIGHT WITH
ALL CHALLENGES FEARLESSLY.â€•
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Originalessaywriting.com doesnâ€™t offer a dissertation writing help online, you can obtain some a tips
for essay writing. Now if you need a buy essays online consult them whenever you need.
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